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Cedh tournament point system

The powerful MTG game is the most popular YouTube channel for CEDH gameplay in Magic: Gathering. CEDH stands for Competitive Alder Dragon Highlander. In fact, it's just the commander where everyone is playing with the best deck out there and tries as much as possible to win. As the power level of newer commanders increases, more and more people enter the mold. Today we are bringing you
this interview by playing with MTG Power where we discuss what CEDH is, as well as some of your personal opinions on the subject. Daily Esports: Can you define CEDH for us? The game with mtg power: CEDH is a nickname for the top end of the EDH format. It is used as a quick way to define deck power levels and expectations when sitting in a table. Are there misconceptions you feel people have
about CEDH? There are actually a lot of misconceptions about CEDH. Most people believe that CEDH players try hard, pubstompers, and mill matches. were anything but him . A CEDH player never sits down to a casual table with a CEDH deck. How would you like to describe the difference between casual and competitive EDH? It varies in three main forms. In the deck-building approach, the style of
play, and the player's attitude are different. The deck-building approach is that this deck is created to win as efficiently and in the best way possible. This ensures that every card on deck adheres to this game plan. The style of deck game is that you pilot it to the best abilities of it and always play correctly. The player's attitude is on how you approach a game. There are no feelings, politics and other factors
in your style of play. You always play as efficiently as possible. This ensures that you always make the best game possible, and no takes it personally. How do you feel about the EDH situation right now? I believe the format is healthy for the casual side of EDH. The prohibition list is in a good place but could possibly have some trimmed items. I feel that the power creep is starting to penetrate the casual
EDH matas. This leads to an uptick of discussions of the level of power we see online and in the wild more and more. Defining the deck's power level is hard, so there are more and more power balance issues. Are you playing another competitive template? I (Ryan) don't play any other formats. The rest of the game with Power Team dabbles in standard, modern, and Pioneer. How does it feel about the
meta before the release of Oracle Thassa as opposed to now? Flash has been a problem for a while now, but Oracle's release has caused the two best strategies in CEDH to have a homogeneous deck. This deck has created a space where creativity can no longer grow. How serious is the impact of fish/hulk sushi made on methamphetamine? It has meta to the point where if you sit down to a table and
flash/hulk now, the whole gameplay changes the approach. Takes a fun element of CEDH Which level of power do you say you usually play with friends? I (Ryan) almost exclusively play CEDH with my friends. We have our more casual decks from time to time, but on the whole we usually just play CEDH together. Who's your favorite commander? Godot, the bandit warlord. Do you feel the Rules
Committee is treating EDH well? Completely. They are definitely looking for health EDH format and want to ensure it is strong and healthy. How's the competition scene? The Rules Committee is in a tough spot where they want to ensure that each is included in this format, but they also do not want the prohibition list to reflect competitive play. So when you play format in the most competitive way possible,
you have issues when certain cards cause stagnation or issues at the top end. Unfortunately, they should try not to take sides during decision-making, but whatever decisions they make or don't make will upset one side of the spectrum. its hard work , and we know . We're not a bit jealous of them, do you think the format should still be balanced to the casual scene, or do you think Rule 0 is enough for it? I
believe the format should be balanced for a competitive scene and let Rule 0 dictate how your casual balance is. I believe the current rule 0 is upside down so that its effectiveness is defective. Banned lists are competitive for balance. Rule 0 allows for a soft ban and un-ban from an occasional perspective. If you controlled the prohibition list, what would you ban/unban? All my cards win, they're off the
banned list. Cards that interact with them are very hard to stay on or added. Are there any rule changes you'd like towards the format (such as removing commander damage, nerfing partners, etc?) No, I wouldn't make any legal changes if I had to make a rule change, I would start with a lower life total. When you can use life as a resource in this format, that leads to very broken results. Things like Ad
Nauseam and Necropotence become game-winning cards. Do you think Commander/EDH has a future as a competitive template? Completely. I believe (and it's all personal speculation) that [beach wizards] are now probably trying to make something like that happen. Now they don't have control over the format, but if they get it they will probably move to do something like that right away. We thank mtg
power games for talking to us about magic: Gathering, Commander, and CEDH. hey!  I've been making it for a while. Well I want to start with me a year older than February 4th. I have a new cover photo for the page and cool other gifts, a lot of cool cEDH stuff... The stamp happened and let's kick this: Let me start by telling the EDH Rules Committee it hasn't banned flash yet. I know, I know what you
think they can do this to thousands, thousands and thousands of cEDH players?! im sure they come to their senses and ban him next time . #BanFlash  next one, one CEDH's last major tournament since 2019 (Las Vegas MagicFest Battle Royal cEDH Tournament) never reached the 60+ players we wanted but about 32 or 33 players in total. First place... Many of you have heard EDH aficionados from
competitive EDH, also known as cEDH. But for those of you who have not and may be wondering what it is, or if you wish to top your game, read on. In this multi-part article series I will guide you through the differences and similarities between cEDH and traditional EDH, as well as reviews of top strategies and philosophy. cEDH may seem daunting, but by the end of this series you will be the best in the
table. I am totally enamored by cEDH and play format whenever I get a chance. Now I want to show you the magic of this unique format as a reminder, cEDH is not for everyone and I'm not suggesting that players make drastic changes to the way they already enjoy commander. First, look at the similarities between the two templates. CEDH Multiplayer is a multiplayer format. Naturally, you can play with 2-
3 players, but it is really encouraged to have 4 players in the table. If you're just expecting someone else to play against, I suggest making the 1v1 commander deck instead. The sizeless cEDH is different from the traditional EDH in its philosophies, but when it comes down to a game for many players at once, the two are the same. Laws and prohibitions are more common ground lists between rules
formats and prohibition lists. Other formats such as French EDH/Duel Commander and 1v1 Magic Commander online have their own rules and ban lists. cEDH strictly adheres to the mainstream commander rules laid out by the Rules Committee. There is no deviation at all, and this includes building the deck as well. Of course, there are no house rules. Well, I've come to the end of the similarities. It doesn't
seem like much, but cEDH actually has a lot in common with the traditional and casual commander. But like most things in life, this format is defined by its differences, not similarities. Philosophy of philosophy for magic as a whole is that fun. The beautiful part about this game is that there are hundreds of ways to achieve that goal. If you are not having fun playing the game, you need to take a step back and
find something that reigns your spark. A lot of formats are not in magic for me, but that doesn't mean I don't like their existence or those who enjoy them. Always keep an open mind, and you find yourself a happier person. As far as traditional EDH is concerned, the main principles of the format include having fun with friends to play powerful spells and fun creating epic stories and returning your favorite
sweet card game as your character expands to enjoy the political side of magic and live or die by your alliance and betrayal list is almost endless and everyone enjoys EDH for a variety of reasons. Where cEDH is concerned, the main principle of the format is either: win the game, or prevent your opponents from Play so you can play yourself when it wins. This is the end of the list. Can there be some cool
games? yes! Can there be epic returns and interactions? of course. But the focus and crux of the format is the competition and the winner. Everything is in format and should be viewed through the game-winning lens. The inclusion of the deck while you are bound by the same deck construction rules as traditional EDH, the cEDH deck list often look very different. For starters, you'll see curves that are much
leaner and interact primarily at instant speed. This is a function of format speed. Frankly, if you are playing 5-6 mana spells and your opponent is playing 1-2 mana spells that deal with yours, you are at a competitive disadvantage. One of my favorite aspects about cEDH is the different vibe the format gives off. When you look at a deck list you immediately know what the deck intentions are and what they
expect. Metagam would not say that its casual EDH is not concerned with metagam, but this aspect is far more important in the competitive commander. Obviously, you'll want to prepare for the usual deck you'll find no matter what format you've encountered in the magic of the game, but it's a little looser in the casual definition of preparation. At cEDH, you want to stay up-to-day on what your friends and
game groups are playing and maintain proper deck configuration as well as optimized responses. Your opponents won't give you an inch, so don't give them one. Archetypes are all incredibly versatile command forms, but the big difference stems from cEDH philosophy. If the goal is to win, naturally there will be the best or tier 1 strategy to austin up. Granted, the number of powerful generals and deck lists
are vast, but the archetypes above are somewhat slim. For cEDH you choose the most between: Stax Quick Combo Control slow jazz mixes a mixture of these philosophy archetypes the biggest difference between... Wait, have I already been through philosophy? I'm sure I did enough, I realized I'd repeat the importance of distinction here. Let's go over some specific scenarios to help show what I mean.
Four players are at the table. Player A Kikie Jakey put the mirror breaker on the stack. They are now a refurbished angel in the game. Player B is tapped with 3 islands in the game and the only spell they can cast is the negation treaty at hand. Player C is bugged and has no answer to Kikei Jakey. Player D is bugged and has no answer to Kikei Jakey. What does Player D do? What are you doing? clearly ,
this game is lost . Player A is trying to settle a deadly jazz band to win the game. If Player B throws a negation treaty into the box, they have prevented Player A from winning. But when player B untaps and goes to draw, they lose the game because they are unable to pay for the treaty. In any case you lose, but technically you have the power to determine whether player A will win right there. In a casual
game of your EDH do what you want . Maybe Player C was the one you had formed a truce with and Player A had previously bared your crucial Landmine earlier. You, as Player B, go crazy with Player A and decide to spite the cast of negation treaties to steal them victory and potentially pass it on to someone else. This is acceptable, and perhaps even common in a casual game of commander.' But let's
say that you are playing cEDH. Is casting a negation treaty here you win the game? no. Does the casting of the negation treaty prevent your opponents from winning the game? no. So you have to deal with Mickey Jakey? no. That's what I call a spiteful game of spiteful games has no place in cEDH and for good reason. But why not? The goal in cEDH is to aim the correct game template. The correct
technical game is a competitive characteristic of EDH. If you played the right game, the players should no longer be your fault. If you're lost, you shouldn't fault them for going to kill. If someone doesn't save you from losing, even if it costs them nothing to do, you shouldn't expect them to save you. If you are attacked, you should not take it personally. Chances are it was the right game. Player A has Tasigur,
Fang Golden and is deciding who to attack. Player B has no inventory in the game and is in 38 lives. Player C has no inventory in the game and is in 37 lives. Player D has no inventory in the game and is in 18 lives. Who should attack the player? In a casual environment, Player D may be upset that they have been attacked. They are now the least living on the whole - surely, another player should suffer 4
injuries instead. They make a good point... In that format. From an entirely competitive standthlow, Player A must play player D. cEDH rarely come down to fight injury determining an attacking victor, but at the off chance that Player D can end up with such an injury, it's true to go for it. Not only that, but if other players are player creatures, they must attack player d for the same reason. This goes back to
the principle of governing a competitive commander: Win the game. Politics, because the goal of the game is optimal, your decisions must be motivated by integrity, which is not deterred by retaliation. Let's say later in the same game Player D has three 5/5 Wurms with a trumple on board otherwise empty. Who are they supposed to attack? Most likely, in an attempt to eliminate them, they will have to
attack the player with the least total life. Should they attack A players just because they swung at them with Tasigur early on? Retaliation should not be taken into consideration. If Player A has the least total life, then it should be attacked. Otherwise player D should go for someone else. Of course there are always other factors at play. If a player is dangerously close to combining or otherwise the biggest
threat in the table, that would be a great reason to attack them, ignoring the whole life. If a player is relying on cards like Necropotence or Ad Nauseam that Your whole life is relatively high, which may also warrant an attack. My example above was simply to show the motives behind the attack. By chance, attack anyone you want, whenever you want. If you want to play competitively, gain access to the
threat and attack that player. I will take one last example to show how politics plays a role in the casual commander but don't necessarily play out the same competitive way. Picture you are playing a casual game of EDH. You (Player A) have a krosan scratch cloud and you are deciding which to attack. Player B is open in 20 lives with 1 white mana. Player C is open in 20 lives with 1 white mana. Player D is
open in 15 lives with 1 white mana. Player D sees you review the board and flashes a path to exile from your hands right to you. If you attack me, I will clear the way to banish your Krosan scratch cloud. You better not attack me, Player C realizes that you've already changed your focus to him. Hey, don't forget I drove you here! You shouldn't attack me Player B *internal shivering Um, well I too have a
removal spell and I'll wipe the whole board if you don't attack player C! Player A decides not to attack simply with his 13/13. Now it's not like we're saying that this kind of dynamic is a problem. Great stories and memories are made behind blocking games and friendly dichotomy can be funny. But there is a stark contrast to how cEDH is played. Picture you are playing a cEDH game: you (Player A) have a
krosan super-scratcher and you are deciding which to attack. Player B is open in 20 lives with 1 white mana. Player C is open in 20 lives with 1 white mana. Player D is open in 15 lives with 1 white mana. Silence from the table. You attack D players, they cast the path to exile in your Krosan scratch cloud. You have no regrets for attacking player d — they were the best target for attack. Player D
understands why you attacked them—they were the best target to attack. They did not have the fact that they lost their elimination spell when they could have saved it if you had attacked a different player. That's just about twisting my introduction to the cEDH world. The differences between formats have created a gap in the player's base. Some believe that EDH should be an extension played by chance. If
you don't enjoy cEDH, fear no — there are plenty of EDH games and styles to play. What experiences have you had with cEDH? Do you have additional insights into the format and philosophies that govern it? Let me know in comments! During the series, I will be discussing threat assessments, building cEDH decks, and kindle more archetypes. Thanks so much for reading and until next time, remember
it's nothing personal. Tags: Casual Commander, cEDH, Commander, XLN XLN Commander
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